Baker McKenzie delivers information that is relevant and useful to your business. Please mark the publications below that are of interest to you and send it to Karla Maquiling at karla.maquiling@bakermckenzie.com

### Regional Publications

#### Newsletters/Alerts
- Asia Pacific Financial Services & Regulatory Newsletter
- Asia Pacific Healthcare Newsletter
- Asia Pacific Insurance Newsletter
- Asia Pacific Renewable & Clean Energy Newsletter
- Asia Pacific Tax Newsletter

#### Guidebooks (in soft copy)
- ASEAN Medical Device Harmonization Guide
- ASEAN Healthcare Harmonization Guide
- Asia Pacific Antitrust & Competition Law Guidebook
- Asia Pacific Cybersecurity Counteroffensive Guide
- Asia Pacific Dispute Resolution Guide
- Asia Pacific Regulatory Landscape and Issues in Bancassurance
- Duties & Obligations of the Board and Senior Managers in Asia Pacific
- From Pills to Tablets: Making the Move to Online & Social Media Pharmaceutical Promotions
- Global Mining Guide
- Guide to Media and Content Regulation in Asia Pacific
- Global Mergers & Acquisition Guide
- Handling Tax Controversy in Asia
- Insurance Data Protection: 20 Facts to Help Navigate Privacy Issues in Asia Pacific
- Insurance Regulatory Landscape and Key Considerations for M&A Transactions
- Interacting with Healthcare Professionals in Asia Pacific
- Investing in the Asia Pacific Healthcare Industry
- Snapshots of Key Asia Pacific Power Markets
- Termination of Employment: An ASEAN Guide on Labor Regulations
- The Insurtech Revolution: Regulatory Updates and Innovative Evolution in the Insurance Sector
- Top 10 Issues to Consider in a Regional Bancassurance Deal
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**Australia**
- Banking & Finance
- Capital Markets
- Climate Change
- Commercial Real Estate
- Competition & Consumer Law
- Construction
- Copyright
- Corporate Compliance
- Dispute Resolution and Litigation
- Employment & OH&S
- Environment & Planning
- Financial Services & Funds
- Food & Agribusiness
- Franchising
- Healthcare
- Hotels, Resorts & Tourism
- Immigration
- Infrastructure
- Intellectual Property
- Media
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Natural Resources & Mining
- Oil & Gas
- Power
- Privacy and data protection
- Private Equity
- REITs
- Renewable & Clean Energy
- Restructuring & Insolvency
- Tax
- Telecommunications
- Trades & Customs
- US Securities
- Waste Law
- Water Law

**Indonesia**
- Commercial Dispute Resolution
- Corporate & Securities Alert
- Employment Alert
- Energy, National Resources & Infrastructure Alert
- Finance & Projects Alert
- Intellectual Property Alert
- Tax Alert

**Japan**
- Antitrust & Competition Alert
- ASEAN Infrafinance Legal Update Newsletter
- Banking & Finance Alert
- Capital Markets
- Corporate & Commercial Alert
- Corporate & Tax Newsletter (Japan)
- Dispute Resolution
- Employment Alert
- Energy, Mining & Infrastructure Alert
- Healthcare Newsletter
- International Arbitration Update Newsletter (Japanese)
- IP/ITC Newsletter/Alert
- Middle East and Africa Newsletter (Japanese)
- One Connection: Japan to ASEAN Newsletter (Japanese)
- Quarterly Compliance Newsletter
- Real Estate
- Renewable Energy in Japan - Recent Developments Newsletter
- Tax Alert
- Trade & Customs

**Thought Leadership Paper**
- ASEAN Connections: How Mega-regional Trade and Investments Initiatives in Asia Will Shape Business Strategy in ASEAN and Beyond
- From Silks and Spices to Dollars and Devices
- Ghosts in the Machine: Artificial Intelligence, Risks and Regulations in Financial markets
- Opportunities Across High-Growth Markets: Trends in Cross-Border M&A
- Redrawing the ASEAN Map
- Riding the ASEAN Elephant
- Social Media: The Opportunities and Constraints in Southeast Asian Emerging Markets

**Doing Business Guides**
- Australia
- China
- Hong Kong
- Malaysia
- Myanmar
- Philippines
- Singapore
- Thailand
- Vietnam

**Intellectual Property Guides**
- Australia
- China
- Hong Kong
- Indonesia
- Japan
- Malaysia
- Philippines
- Singapore
- Taiwan
- Thailand
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